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No-Limit Hold’em 
Buy-In: $300 (+65) 
Total Entries: 231 
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November 7-8, 2013

All in a Days Work for Keith Lehr
50-year old Shreveport, LA native earns his first Circuit ring.

Bossier City, LA (November 8, 2013) – Keith Lehr has had quite a career with the 
World Series of Poker.  The 50-year old from right here in Shreveport, LA has 18 career 
cashes at the WSOP for more than $1.5 million.  He even won a WSOP bracelet in a 
$3,000 Pot-Limit Hold ‘em event back in 2003.  However, a Circuit ring had eluded him 
all of these years.

That is no longer an issue.

A total of 231 entrants came out for the first event at the Horseshoe Bossier City Circuit 
series.  By the end of play on Day 1, only the final table of nine remained.  Lehr already 
had a stranglehold on the table with 821,000 in chips.  His closest competitor only had 
344,000.

Things did not change on Day 2, as it took Lehr less than three hours of play to wipe out 
the entire remaining field and claim only his second career Circuit cash good for 
$17,326.  More importantly, Lehr took home his first-ever Circuit ring, adding him to an 
elite list of players who own both a Circuit ring and a WSOP bracelet.

“It means a lot to win this here in my hometown,” Lehr said after his victory. “I wanted to 
support the people here and wanted to win one.”

This is only the beginning of Lehr’s poker for the day though.  As soon as he collected 
his money, Lehr and his wife Susie jumped in their car to drive to New Orleans.  Lehr 
was invited to a Pot Limit Omaha cash game and then will be attending the Saints game 
this weekend.

“I definitely want to play more events here,” Lehr mentioned. “I will be back next week for 
some more events--If my wife lets me.”

If Lehr continues to dominate fields like he did in Event #1, Susie might just let him play 
quite a bit more.

Full results from the final table are as follows:

1st - KEITH LEHR   BOSSIER CITY, LA   $17,326



2nd – GLEN GOLDSMITH   PALESTINE, TX   $10,708
3rd – JARRELL FIELDING   HENDERSON, TX   $7,793
4th – YOSSI AZULAY   CHICAGO, IL   $5,764
5th – ERIC DETHLEFSEN   SHREVEPORT, LA   $4,329
6th – FREDERIC ROETKER   LAFAYETTE, LA   $3,302
7th – GREGORY BURNS   FLOWER MOUND, TX   $2,557
8th – DANIEL DOUCET   OPELOUSAS, LA   $2,010
9th – FERAS OWEINEH   HOUSTON, TX   $1,603 

Notes on the Event

- The final table took less than three hours to complete.

- With his fourth place finish ,Yossi Azulay moves into second place in the at-large 
WSOP National Championship points standings.

- This is Yossi Azulay’s 11th Circuit final table without a ring.  He trails only Dean Schultz 
on the list of most Circuit final tables without a ring. Schultz has 12, while Azulay and 
Charlie Dawson each have 11.

----------------

With his victory, Lehr earns 50 points towards the Horseshoe Bossier City Casino 
Champion standings. The player who accumulates the most overall points in Horseshoe 
Bossier City’s twelve combined gold ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion 
and receives an automatic entry into the 2014 WSOP National Championship, as will the 
winner of the Horseshoe Bossier City Main Event. All players who cash in ring events 
will receive points that apply to both the Casino Champion race and the season-long 
race to claim one of the at-large National Championship bids awarded to the top point 
earners throughout the season.  More information on the points system is available on 
WSOP.com.

Here is the list of gold ring winners from Horseshoe Bossier City, so far: 

EVENT #1: Keith Lehr defeated 231 players ($365 NLHE) for $17,236 

With one tournament complete, there are still eleven more gold ring events remaining as 
the WSOP Circuit at Horseshoe Bossier City continues through November 18th. 

For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on 
Twitter @WSOP or check out WSOP.com. For additional information please contact: 
Jay Newnum (WSOP Media Director) at (702) 358-4642 
e-mail: Jay@WJmedia.net 
 


